INTRODUCTION
The concept of semilattice is introduced in [AABGP] to describe the extended affine root systems of extended affine Lie algebras. By definition a semilattice S in a v-dimensional Euclidean space ~ ~ (v > 1) is a subset of a lattice A in R" which contains 2A and is a union of cosets of 2A in A.
In [AABGP] the authors define a Jordan algebra J(S) (see Section 1) from the semilattice S, and then construct an extended affine Lie algebra of type A 1 from the Lie algebra vY(3-(S)) which is obtained from the Jordan algebra JXS) by the Tits-Kantor-Koecher construction (see [J, VIII.5]). In this paper we study the universal central extension ~(J(S)) of the algebra ~'(J-(S)). Indeed we ca!l ~(~S)) the TKK algebra obtained from the semilattice S of R ~ (v _> 1).
In order to be more precise about our resuits, we begin by briefly stating some basic facts about the TKK algebras ~(J(S)). We recall that every semflattice in ~1 is a lattice, so if S G N1 then the TKK algebra ~(3-(S)) *E-mail: tan@snoopy.usask.ca.
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® is just the affine Kac-Moody algebra A{ *). If v = 2 we know that N2 has only one (nonlattice) semilattice up to isomorphism. If one specializes the construction to the (nonlattice) semilattice S of ~2, one obtains the core of the smallest extended affine Lie algebra which is not of finite or affine type° That is, this TKK algebra has the smallest possible extended affine root system which is not finite or affine (see [AABGP] ). For this reason we call this algebra ~(J- (S) ), obtained from the smallest nonlattice semilatrice, the baby TKK algebra.
Our basic viewpoint is that this algebra, together with the toroidal algebra of type A 1 and nullity v = 2 (dealt with in [MRY] ; see also [EM] ), is as important to understanding the theory of the extended affine Lie algebras of nullity v >_ 2 as is the algebra A~ 1) in understanding the theory of the affine Kac-Moody algebras. Moreover, studying the %mallest" cases has often led to fruitful new directions in the general theory, so for these reasons we will mainly restrict our attention to this baby TKK algebra.
The purpose of the paper is twofold. First we follow the patterns of [BGK] to study the structure of the baby TKK algebra; then we go on to study the representation of the Lie algebra by vertex operators. It is interesting that the Clifford algebra enters the picture. The situation here is similar to, but more subtle than, that for the level 2 standard A]~-moduie and the level 1 standard Bg-module (see ILl and [LP] ), where the Lie algebras of operators act on a vector space of mixed boson-fermion states, that is, the tensor product of a symmetric algebra with an exterior algebra. As a consequence, this construction of the baby TKK algebra also gives a "leve} 2" representation of the toroidat Lie algebra of type Ap
The contents of the paper are as follows. In Section 1 we first recall some notation and terminology that we need from [AABGP] , then give a presentation of the TKK algebra ~(J-- (S) ), where S is an arbitrary semilattice in N ~ (u _> 2) (see [ABGI, [AGI, and EBGK] ). Section 2 is devoted to the study of the baby TKK algebra. We begin by giving a gradation on the Lie algebra ~(J'-(S)), then go op. ~:o study the derivation algebra of ~ (S) and discuss an analogue of the Connes first cyclic homology group HCI (J--) of the Jordan algebra ~S). Indeedwe have HC~(J(S)) = _U(~(g(S))), the center of the baby TKK algebra ~(~'-(S)). Section 2 doses with a careful description of the baby TKK algebra in terms of its base elements and some relations. In Section 3 we start with an even lattice F and define the fit# Foek space V on which we define the vertex operators in (3.9). We also prove some generating function identities for these vertex operators. In Section 4 we first state the main result (Theorem 4.1), which says that the vertex operators in (3.9) give a representation to the baby TKK algebra ~(J- (S) ) on the Fock space V. Most of this section is occupied by the proof of Theorem 4.1, in which we use the standard vertex operator calculations and some interesting combinatorial identities. Finally in Section 5 we first extend the ya-grading of the Lie algebra ~(J~S)) to the baby TKK algebra ~(g (S) ). Then we define an extended TKK algebra ¢(J~ (S) ) and an ideal K of .f~(J(S)), for which the quotient algebra ~(J~S))/K is indeed the extended affine Lie algebra of type A 1 constructed in [AABGP] . We also present a representation for the extended TKK algebra ~(~S)). We close this section by stating an interesting consequence of the main result (Theorem 4.1); that is, two representations of the toroidal Lie algebra of type A~ in the principal and homogeneous pictures are direct consequence of the vertex operator construction of the baby TKK algebra ~(J(S)).
TKK ALGEBRAS
Let ~, >_ 1 be an integer. A subset S = S~ of N v is called a semilattice in R" if S is discrete, spans R v, and satisfies the conditions 0 e S, -S = S, and S + 2S c S. Moreover if we replace the condition S + 2S _c S by S + S c S then S forms a lattice of A ~. The Lie algebras that we study in this paper are related to the Lie algebra Y(J(S)) which is obtained from a Jordan algebra J(S) using the Tits-Kantor-Koecher construction, and so we first need to recall some notation and results about the semilattice S and the Jordan algebra J(S) (for details see [AABGP] ).
Let {S) be the additive subgroup generated by a semilattice of S of ~". Clearly S is the union of a set of cosets of 2(S) in {S) including the trivial coset 2(S). Thus we can assume S is the union of cosets of 2~ ~ in Z ~ c R" including the coset 2Z". That is, S = U,~0 S,, where So,..., S,,, are distinct cosets of 2Z ~ in Y ~ and S O = 2ZL For o-~ S let x ~ be a symbol and define .S= J-(S) = if) ~ s Cx ~ with the multiplication defined by
Then J is a Jordan algebra with identity x ° = 1. Let Instrl(J) = L~-• Inder(J), (1, 1) where [galax, La2 ] =0.
For our use we rewrite the Lie algebra ~'(3) as follows (see [Sel] ). Let x+, x_, and oe be the standard Chevalley basis of sl2(C). We define a vector space In what follows, we shall identity ff0(J) with the Lie algebra ~'(J) via this isomorphism q~. We call the universal central extension of the Lie algebra ~'(J) the TKK algebra. First we recall that, if ff is a perfect Lie algebra, a central extension of ~' is a Lie algebra 2 and a surjective homomorphism 7r: 2 ~ ~ whose kernel lies in the center oU(2) of 2. The pair (2, ~-) is called a covering central extension of ff if in addition 2 is perfect. A covering central extension (2, ~r) is a universal central extension of ff if for every^central extension (e, q~) of ~" there exists a unique homomorphism ~: ~ -~ e so that q~t) = 7r. It is known that every perfect Lie algebra has a universal central extension (see [Gar] ).
Clearly, the Lie algebra ~(J) is perfect with center Z(ff(J)) = {0}. To describe the TKK algebra, i.e., the universal central extension of if(J), we 
This implies that the map [ , ] : 5e(9 --) × ~'(¢-) ~ ~(~) is a well-defined anticommutative bilinear map (see [AG] ). The rest of this section is to show that f'(J) gives the universal central extension of ~(Y) (see [ABG] ). To show ~(J-) defines a Lie algebra, we need the following result, which can be easily checked. On account of the commutation relations (1.9) and (1.12), it remains to show that ~(~--) satisfies the Jacobi identity. That is, we need to show the following identities: [A~ ® a,, (bl, b2) , (q, C2) ] = 0, [@l,b~) + (A1,12) [(al,a2) , (bl,b2) In what follows, we are going to define a Lie algebra homomorphism 4J': f'(3-) -~ ~ for which the endomorphisms 4s~0 : ~(J) ~ ~(J). and ~'~: ~2 induce the identity map on ~(J). Therefore, Lemma 1.19 then tells us that ~' defines an isomorphism from ~(J) to Y as required.
Indeed, it is straightforward to show that there exist elements x+(a), o~(a) , and e(a, b)for a, b ~ ~satisfying 1r(x+(a)) = x+® a, ~r(c~(a)) = o~ ® a, ~(e(a, b)) = (a, b) , and the following commutation relations: [L a, L~] 
J ' ( ( a , b ) ) = q~° O( E ( a , b ) ) = ~#((a,b) -G , b ) = q~( ( a , b ) ) .
This implies q~ o ~ o 4" = q~, as required. Moreover, since ~r = ¢ o ~, we have as required. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.20. |
S T R U C T U R E OF T H E B A B Y T K K A L G E B R A
Let ~2 = ~ 61 @ R 62, where 61 = (1, 0), 62 = (0, 1) E ~2 If S is a semilattice in R 2, we let ( S ) be the additive subgroup generated by S. Then ( S ) is a lattice in R 2, and the semilattice S contained in ( S ) is the union of a set of cosets of 2 ( S ) in ( S ) including the trivial coset 2 ( S ) . Therefore, we may assume that the semilattice S is the union of cosets of 2772 in 2 2 including the coset 2272. Moreover, since N2 has only one nonlattice semilattice (up to isomorphism), we can assume S = S o U Sj U $ 2~ ~2, where S o = 2 7 / 6 1 + 2 2~6 2 and S i = S 0 + 6, for i = 1,2. Moreover this grading induces a 7/2-grading on the Lie algebra if(J-),
where ~(J) = ~+(J-) + ~0~(Y) + ~'~(J), and (cf. Lemma 2.13) [L~,rb] )ci, 
where Outder(y 7) = span{x ~d, lo-e S 0, i = 1, 2}.
We now want to discuss an analogue of the Connes first cyclic homology group of the Jordan algebra ~ Because of Lemma 1.6 there exists a linear map q~:
DEFINmON 2.7. Let J be any Jordan algebra obtained from a semilattice S. We define the Connes first cyclic homology group HCI(Y) by where J is any finite index set.
Since Inder(Y) ---(J,,3)/HCI(J),
or equivalently,
we will later on identify the inner derivation [Lx<, L~p ~] of Jwith the element (x a~, x p-81 ) for p ~ S • via this isomorphism.
Our next goal is to study the structure of HC~(3-), which will later be used to determine the structure of the TKK algebra ~'(J). Applying (lAD, one can easily check that (x ~, x ~) = 0 whenever o-G S o and r ~ S 1 U S e. Indeed, we have the following general result. (xCr+a, , ) = (X6~, ) +6~j £ (~r'@k) (xa~,x~+~-~a) , (2.10)
Proof If o-=2m61 +2n62 and r=2k61 +2162 for m,n,k,l~2, one can prove the following identity by applying (1.11) 
and the argument in [BGK]:
<x~,x ~) = 2m<xa~,x ~+~-a') + 2n<Xae,x~+r-a2).
(2.11)
Moreover, since (x~+a,,x~-a,) = (x~xa,,x ~ %) = (xa,,x~+~ a,) + 6u(x~,x~), 
" + r ~ S ± and o" ~ $2, and {vp}p ~ s ~ form a basis of Inder(J).
Proof It is straightforward to check the above identity. We now show that {%}~ ~ s • are linearly independent in Inder(f). Suppose £i ci%, = 0 for some c i ~ C with distinct o-, ~S ± . We obtain Y'.,c,x <+a' = -(F. i civ<)x< = 0. This implies that c i = 0 for all i, because {x <+~1} are linearly independent in 37. | COROLLARY 2.14. 
where we have used Proposition 2.9. Similarly we have D<x ~2, x ~ 62) = 0. Thus Inder(3-) acts trivially on HCI(f).
Recall that the subspace I G3-®3-is generated by homogeneous elements (with respect to the Z;-grading of J-), and so HC1(3-) is also graded by 2 2. In fact, we have deg(xr, x ~-a,) = or, for or ~ S o and i = 1, 2. Therefore we have The isomorphism is given by Ci(2m,2n) ~ {x a,, x~-a,), where (r = 2m~l + 2n 6 2.
HC (3-
For convenience, we will identity (x a,, x ~ 8,) with C,((r) := Ci(2m, 2n)
for (r = 2m61 + 2n82 via this isomorphism. By (2.8) and Lemma 2.13, Corollary 2.14, we see that ~(J) is spanned by the elements x±®x ~, c~®x% (xa*,x p a~) (= -(xa'-,x ° <)) and This completes the proof of (R2). For (R1), we divide the proof into three cases. 
= [c(2m),c(2n)] = [d(2m),d(2n)] = O,
for m,n ~77. With the notation we have 
a(rn).e ~' ® u ® a) = e r ® a(m).u ® w,
(a,y) a(0).e ~®u ® o9---e ~®u ® w, 2 (3.4)
e~.e ~' ® u ® o) = e( tz, 3")e ~+ ~' ® u ® w, f~.e ~' ® u ® o)= e r ® u ® ~.co,
for a ~H,m ~Y\{O}, /z~ F, f~g,'f, and e ~®u ® ~o~ V. where exp denotes the formal exponential power series. When E ±(/3, z) is expanded into a formal Laurent series in z, the coefficients of z j (j • 77) are operators on V.
Recall that
LEMMA 3.5. Let zl, z 2 be formal variables. We have
1-z2](1 +

Z1 ]\ --FV(z2)l/g(zl)(l -z11(1 ÷ Zl]-1 = 2(O~)(-z2) ]\ z2 ] z1
Proof. 
= --W(Z2)W(Z1) E ~-] k=0 k=0
It is straightforward to check the first identity. For the second [ f~(z~), f2(z2)] = ~-( fj, f2)(D8 ) .
LEMMA 3.8. Let fl = fl + f2, r = r I + r2, for fill' 7"1 ~ ~-Ot] -{-~-C,
and f2, r2 ~ ~_c~o + ~c. We have (1) [ ~(z,), E-(~, z2)] 
C2(z,2n ) = 5e2"~z2"~E-(Znc, z)c(z)E+(Znc, z), 'e"%~"E-(nc, z)a(z)E+(nc, z), ifn ~22~, a(z,n) = -enCzn~E (nc + a~,z)W(z)E+(nc + oz,,z),
(3.9)
if n ~ 22 + 1,
for n ~ Z, where the operator z p is defined by z~.e~® u ® co = z(¢'7)/2e~ ® u ® w, for /3 ~ Zo~ + Zc, e ~ ® tt ® co E 1/7. In the next section we show that these vertex operators indeed give a representation of the TKK algebra ~(~-).
REPRESENTATION OF THE TKK ALGEBRA ~(J)
Note that the vertex operators given in (3.9) can be formally expanded into power series in z, and the coefficients (moment operators) of z' (i ~ 2) are indeed operators acting on V. Now we state the main result of the paper. Before we start to prove Theorem 4.1, we present two lemmas which we will make use of later. Proof. See [FLM] . I
Proof of Theorem 4.1. To prove Theorem 4.1 it is enough to show the vertex operators in (3.9) satisfy the relations (2.23) through (2.35) in Proposition 2.22. This is quite straightforward so we content ourselves with a few sample computations. In the proof we will freely use Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3.
To check (2.25), we use Lemma 3.8, and obtain oe(zl,2m + 1)c~(zz,Zn -1)
= e(2"+1)%{2m+l)~E-((2m + 1)c + oz~,Zl)W(Zl)
• E+((2m + 1)c + oq,z~)
From this, we obtain ( -__z2) + 2e (Z'n+zn~cz~Z"+z"'CE ((2m+2n)c, z2) • (Da) zl
• (oq(-z2)
where c(-z 2) = C(Ze), and oe~(-z z) =-(cffz 2) -o!(-z2)). Therefore, we obtain
as required. One argues in a similar way to check the identities (2.23) and (2.24). These take care of relation (R1). To show relation (R2), one needs to check the identities (2.26) through (2.29). Here we give the argument for (2.28) and (2.29). First for (2.28) we use (3.2), Lemma 3.8, Lemma 4.2, and Lemma 4.3 to obtain c~(Zl,2m
• E+((Zm + 1)c + eel,z1)
• E+((2m + 1)c + eq, za)E+(2nc +_ o/, z2).
We also have
• E+((Zm + 2)c + oq, z,)
• E ((2m + 2)c + oq, zj)
• E+((2m + 1)c + oz>Zl)E+(2nc +_ ce,z2)
• 2+ 1---
Z2
Therefore, we obtain
• E (2nc +_ ce, z2)
• W(zl)E+ ((2m + 1) Z2(3(2n-l)c±oez2(2n--1) c±~
where, by Lemma 3.5,
Therefore, we have [oz(zl,2m + 1),x±(z2,2n -- 
• E ((2n -~)~ ± o~, <) "E+ ((2m + 1)c + oq,z2)E+((2rt-1) • E+((2m + 2n)c + a,+_Ze)6(z-~71)
as required. Consider relation (R3). We are going to check the identities (2.32), (2.33), and (2.34). One can also easily check (2.30) and (2.31) by a similar argument. Now for (2.32) we have ~,~+.z2m~+,~E-(2mc + a,zl)E+(2mc + og, z1) . Z2 e(2n -l)c -OeZ~2n
• 1+-- __ o(2m + 2n -1 )c.,, 2mc + o~,,.(2n -1) c -o~
1-
__
• E-(2mc + o~,zl)E ((2n -1) -(2mc + o/,z1) .E ((2n -1)c -o~,z2)W(z2) 
.E+ ((>,, + ~) --,:,(2m+2n)c-(Z"+l)c+°~-,(z"-I)c-e~E-((2m 
Similarly, we have ~ (<,2~ -1)x+(~,zm + 1)
z2 \ z~
• E+((2m + 1)c + o~,zj)E+((2n -1)c -a~,z2).
Thus, by Lemmas 3.6 and 4.3, we obtain
[x+ (zl,2m + 1),x_(z2,2rt -1) ]
• U-((2n -1)c-olo, z2)
• E+((2m + 1)c + oe~,zl)U+((2n -1)c -og6, z2) • E ((2n -1)c ± c~o, z2) 1 + 1 --
W(z1)W(z2)
• U+((2m + 1)c ± oe~,Zl)E+((2n -1)c ± c~O, z2).
Therefore, this gives us
where we have used Lemma 3.5. This proves (i). To check (ii) we have ZiZ2e(2m+2n-1)c+2a_ z12mc-÷_ Oez(2n 1)c± (--nk) .e7 ® f~k 1,,) = [c [1, ak(--nk) ].( e7 ® f~k-l,~) + ak(--nk).d~-( e7 ® £Zk Lz)
(1 k 1 --~1 ) =nka~ (-n~) . (eT®£~--1,1 ) + (7,7) + ~ni+ mj i=1 j
• ak ( --nk) . ( [ ( [1, z([3,~) Moreover, it is clear that the toroidal Lie algebra ff contains a proper subalgebra ~1 which is spanned by the elements of the form x+® smt2r'+l,X ® smt 2n+l, Og ® smt2n, smt2n (S-lds),s2nt2n(t-ldt) , for m,n Z. Indeed this subalgebra ff~ is isomorphic to ff and gives the so-called principal toroidal Lie algebra of type A 1. As consequences of Theorem 4.1, we have the following two corollaries. 
Cl(2m,2n ) ~ ~smt'~(s-lds), C2(2m,2n ) ~ -smtn(t-]dt). 4
Moreot~er, the moment operators x + (2m, 2n + 1), c~(2m, 2n), Ci(2m, 2n), for i = 1, 2, in, n ~ Z, acting on V, fo17n 
